
BFLL  Pitching Reference and 
Guide For Coaches 

A Quick overview of Pitching and how it should be introduced to a new pitcher 
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Arm Whip

As a pitcher, power is created by arm whip.  If you look at a picture of a pitcher 
shortly before pitching the baseball, you’ll see that he has his weight back (not 
completely on his front leg), his chest back, and his arm cocked back far behind 
his head.  He does this in order to create as much arm whip as possible, as in less 
than a second after the pictures I’ve shown, the pitcher snaps forward and whips 
the ball toward home plate.
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Power

In order to create arm whip, a pitcher must launch his chest forward and push off 
the rubber with his back leg.  As seen in the previous photos, the chest and arm 
are cocked back like a catapult ready to launch. In the pictures below, you will see 
Tim Lincecum pushing strongly off his back leg, and Stephen Strasburg after 
throwing a pitch.
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Chest Launch and Catapult Drill

As you probably know by now, chest launch is paramount in pitching.  Whether 
you are Sergio Romo (sidearm) or Clayton Kershaw, each pitcher has an aspect of 
this chest launch in order to pitch a baseball as hard as they do.  In order to teach 
chest launch, I use a drill my old pitching coach had me do, the catapult drill.  In 
this drill, the pitcher lines up not far from a target, aiming arm-side and low 
beginning with the ball and hand in the glove. (continued on next page) 
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Catapult Drill (continued)

Next, the pitcher will take his arm down, back, and up, bringing his chest slightly 
back, into a position resembling that of the pitchers I’ve shown thus far.  Once 
ready, the pitcher launches the ball toward the target by throwing the chest 
forward.  This is important to stress, the chest throws the arm, not the other way 
around.  As Nolan Ryan says in his book, the upper body delivers my arm, and my 
arm delivers the ball.  Before launching, the elbow of the throwing arm should be 
above the pitcher’s ear.  I would advise to take the drill slow at first, making sure 
the arm is in the correct position before launching toward the target. 
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Step Drill

After understanding and correctly performing Catapult Drill, players can progress 
to the Step Drill.  Step Drill emphasized both the chest launch taught earlier and 
the push with the back leg.  Starting from the same position as with Catapult drill, 
the pitcher should line up with his right foot on a straight line drawn to the plate, 
with his hand in his glove, and his glove on his chest.   The sequence of the drill is: 
Step, Break, Land, Launch.  Step refers to the step we will take with the right foot, 
on the line, to start the drill.  Next, we break the hands apart, beginning the same 
down-back-up motion performed in the Catapult Drill.  After that, we step with our 
left foot, again on our line drawn earlier, landing with our weight back on our right 
foot and our upper body in a position similar to the Catapult position directly before 
launching.    
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Step drill (continued) 
At this point, the pitcher should have the left foot forward (with both legs on the 
line drawn before), right foot back (for a right-handed pitcher), weight distributed 
across both legs with majority on the back leg, right arm high with the elbow just 
above the ear, and the left arm tucked into the chest.  We are primed and loaded 
ready to launch toward home plate, having completed 3 of our 4 steps in the drill, 
Step-Break-Land.  Our launch takes place in a swift action, as the pitcher pushes 
forward with the back leg and throws the chest forward to hurl the ball toward the 
target, which should be in place low on the arm-side of the pitcher.  Now, this is a 
more difficult drill for kids to complete, especially for younger children, and it 
should be talked through and demonstrated before having the pitcher try the drill 
slower, preferably alongside someone who can do the drill correctly while 
instructing. 
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Drift Drill
After completing the previous two drills, the next thing I like to teach pitchers is the 
drift.  Look at the pictures I show below to see what I mean, the pitchers lift up 
their front leg, tilt their hips back slightly, and begin forward momentum.  To 
introduce the players to the feeling of the drift, I have them do the drift drill, in 
which they stand about a foot or so away from a fence, lift their leg up, break their 
hands, and fall into the fence, leading with their hips.   This drill only needs to be 
done a couple of times in order to introduce the drift.  
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Putting it all together

Now that we have covered drills to help us in our pitching, it is time to work on our 
motion from the rubber.  To start, pitchers should learn to pitch from the stretch, as it will 
be easier to learn.  Pitching from the stretch is important in baseball, as it will be 
extremely important once runners can steal before the pitch is thrown.  To begin, have 
the pitcher start with the front half of his back foot on the rubber.  Before coming set, a 
pitcher can be in a number of different positions, and it doesn't really matter, as long as 
his hand and glove are not together.  Look below for examples of starting positions once 
on the rubber. 
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Coming Set

Once ready to pitch the ball, the pitcher should come set.  It is important that the pitcher 
did not have his hand and glove together in the initial position, or he will be called for a 
double set once he comes set and will be called for a balk.  To come set, bring the hand 
and glove together, whilst bringing the legs closer together.  There is no rule for how 
close the legs need to be, but the closer they are, the easier it will be to get balanced in 
the leg-lift portion of the pitch, especially with children.   
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Lift-Break-Drift
Once set, the pitch will begin with a leg lift.  Important, this is a leg lift, and not a leg kick.  
After the Leg lift, break the hands before drifting forward.  A problem many kids have, is 
that they begin forward momentum prior to breaking their hands, thus not able to bring 
the arm fully back, and struggling with both power and accuracy on account of their 
timing being slightly off.  After the hands have broken, begin forward momentum with the 
drift as talked about earlier.
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Land
This is an important issue for me because of how often it is taught incorrectly.  I’ve 
heard many a coach tell his players to point the front toe toward home plate when 
pitching.  Although the toe does end up pointing toward home plate, if a player is 
told to point his toe toward the plate, he opens up early, causing myriad problems 
in his mechanics (e.g. arm coming disconnected from the head, side crunch).  The 
only time I might tell a player this, is if he is new and is landing with his left foot 
parallel with the rubber.  Otherwise, I prefer to teach the player to drift into the 
pitch, and allow the rest of the body and feet to open toward the plate in time.  
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Land (continued)
Pay attention to where the front foot is landing.  One thing my pitching coach did 
for me, and something I might put in the bullpen, he had a string from the middle 
of the rubber straight down to the end of the mound.  If my foot landed just about 
straight down from where my back toe was, I knew I landed correctly.  If I landed 
significantly off to the right or left (commonly to the left for righties and the right for 
lefties), he could show me my cleat mark compared to the string.  As a general 
rule of thumb, the front foot should land about on a line from the back toe straight 
towards the plate. 
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Land (continued)
I will take one more slide here to talk about the foot on the land.  Nolan Ryan says 
in his book, “Land with your front side directional but your landing foot ‘closed 
off’-a right-hander’s left big toe should point slightly toward the third-base side of 
home plate; a left-hander’s right big toe should point slightly toward the first-base 
side of home plate.” Also, he says, “Hips must stay directional (toward home plate) 
until the landing leg hits; all hip rotation takes place after this point.”  Look again at 
these pictures of Clayton Kershaw and Nolan Ryan.  Kershaw has his hips in this 
same position until after he lands.  Additionally, look at Ryan’s front foot and where 
it is pointed.
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Squaring Up
After the front foot has landed, it is important that the body begins squaring up 
toward the plate, preparing to whip the ball just as in the step drill.  Once the body 
has squared around, just as they practised in the step drill, launch the ball toward 
home plate, throwing the chest forward, and pushing with the back leg, finishing in 
a fielder’s position.   That is all you need to know to begin teaching Pitchers how to 
pitch.  
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